Useful Phrases

USEFUL PHRASES

Point and go
Chinese has many dialects; Sichuanese is among the most
distinct. That is well known thanks to China’s reformist
leader Deng Xiaoping who spoke with a heavy Sichuan
accent which many found difficult to understand.
But peculiarly enough it was also a Sichuan native who
wrote the first book on Chinese dialects. Yang Xiong (53BC18AD) was a scholar during the first century BC – nearly
200 years after China had been unified by the Qin. During
his tenure at the imperial court, he took the opportunity
to interview soldiers and statesman from across the
country as they arrived in the capital and compiled an
encyclopaedia of 9,000 words in various dialects.
The book was called fangyan, meaning dialect.
Numerous governments have attempted to unify
China with a common language, which today is known as
Putonghua. But dialects still abound alongside the lingua
franca as well.
One defining characteristic of Sichuanese is the lack of
a “shi” sound, which makes the difference between the
number 10 (shi) and the number 4 (si) even less
discernible, as both are pronounced ‘si’. Another is the use
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of sazi rather than shenme to mean “What?” which many
Sichuanese speakers prefer even when shifting from
dialect to speaking Putonghua.
As a visitor this might all be a bit too much to navigate,
so Sinopolis has included some of the reader’s most likely
destinations, to help you get around in taxis, or to make it
easier to order common dishes in restaurants.
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请带我去。。。
Please take me to…

新世纪环球中心 （高新南区天府大道北段1700号）
New Century Global Centre

成都大熊猫繁育研究基地 （成华区，熊猫大道1375号）
Giant Panda Breeding Research Base (Panda park)

成都远洋太古里,锦江区中纱帽街8号
Taikoo Li

宽窄巷子（青羊区）
Wide and Narrow Alleys

我要。。。
I would like to eat...

文殊院 （青羊区文殊院街）
Wenshu Monastery

麻婆豆腐
Mapo tofu

IFS国际金融中心 （红星路步行街3段1号）
IFS

鱼香肉丝／鱼香茄子
Fish-fragrant pork slivers/aubergine

成都仁恒置地广场（人民南路2段红照壁十字路口）
Yanlord Landmark

回锅肉
Twice-cooked pork

锦里街 （武侯祠大街231号）
Jinli Street
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